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Abstract: Hierarchical algorithms are considered to be important in next-generation large scale scientific computing.
Such algorithms are typically compute-intensive and have higher communication locality that are beneficial on future
supercomputers with much less B/F ratio. However, one of the big challenges of such algorithms is that the data
structures and computation/communication patterns are irregular and it is diﬃcult to analyze and predict the performance. In this paper, we introduce a performance modeling method for Fast Multipole Method, a typical example
of hierarchical algorithms for N-body problems, using a domain specific performance modeling language Apsen. We
show that our modeling scheme can adapt to various particle distributions parameters and provides useful information
to application researchers to optimize algorithmic parameters.

1. Introduction
Many studies predict the next generation supercomputers will
be more flops rich and bandwidth poor and the B/F ratio will be
even smaller than those of the present supercomputers. In addition, the cost of data movement will continue increasing and
global communications will be ineﬃcient. One of the big issues
of extremely large scale scientific applications is to reduce global
communications and increase compute intensiveness.
The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) is an approximating algorithm for N-body applications and other scientific problems.
It is a hierarchical algorithm, which is based on recursive decomposition and tree data structures. It is considered promising for extremely large-scale simulations thanks to its reduced
global communications and higher compute intensiveness and locality. Yokota et al. have shown that FMM is more eﬃcient than
a conventional FFT-based spectral method with more than 4000
GPUs[1]. FMM was developed as an N-body algorithm, but now
it is known to be useful for other applications including preconditioner for the boundary element method.
Despite the benefits of FMM, there are several big challenges
in FMM. One of the challenges is diﬃculty of performance analysis and prediction caused by the irregularity of data structures
and computations. FMM is based on recursive decomposition of
the simulation space and uses an octree as a main data structure,
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where computation, memory access and communication patterns
are more complex than many other algorithms that are based on
matrices or regular grids. FMM is an adaptive algorithm, which
means that the shape of the tree data structure highly depends on
particle distribution of input data and not predictable before runtime. In addition, FMM can support any computation kernel if
appropriate multiple and local expansions are given. They have
diﬀerent spatial and computational complexities[2].
Performance modeling is an eﬀective approach to analyze and
predict the performance of an application. Performance modeling
eﬀorts for FMM, however, has been limited. This is mainly because the irregularity and data dependency. Mathematical models
cannot express the “shape” of a tree. Choi et al[3] have build a
detailed analytical performance model which considers memory
and cache hierarchy for KIFMM: one of the major implementations of FMM. Their models are limited to uniform particle distribution which generates a perfectly balanced tree and assumes
deep understanding of the behavior of the application.
In this paper, we propose a performance modeling method using a domain specific modeling language Aspen. In Aspen, applications and platform hardware are modeled in a domain specific language (they are called “application modes” and “machine
models”). Number of flops, memory reads and writes, communication, processor flops and bandwidth and many other characteristics are expressed. Aspen runtime combines an application
model and a machine model to predict performance. Using Aspen delivers several benefits. First, the tree data structures and
flow of computations can be fully expressed in Aspen grammar,
which means any particle distribution can be supported. Second,
the models are composable: since not only applications but ma1
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chines are modeled, performance models can be combined and
applied to a new hardware. Many supercomputers nowadays
are accelerated with NVIDIA GPUs or Intel MIC processors and
new generations of the accelerators or even a new device might
be supported. There are also a wide variety of interconnects.
Many GPU-accelerated supercomputers have fat-tree infiniband
network, while IBM Blue Gene series and the K computer have
their own interconnects. If the application and hardware performance models are integrated, it is not realistic to support all platforms or rebuild the model for new hardware.

2. N-body algorithms and the Fast Multipole
Method
2.1 Family of N-body algorihtms
N-body problems appear in many scientific applications including astrophysics, molecular dynamics, acoustic analysis, and
electromagnetics. The computation complexity of the native
method is O(N 2 ) and several approaches have been proposed to
reduce the complexity. The most accepted algorithms are BarnesHut tree algorithm[4] and the Fast Multipole Method(FMM)[5].
They are approximate algorithms and reduce the computational
complexity to O(NlogN) and O(N) respectively. We focus on
FMM in this paper.
2.2 Fast Multipole Method
FMM was first proposed by Greengard[5]. In this paper, the
algorithm is described only as long as necessary and details and
mathematical aspects of the algorithm are not given. For more
details, Greengard[5] and Yokota wrote a very good survey[2].
FMM achieves O(N) complexity by aggregating far particle
information becase the force from other particles decays rapidly,
while force from near particles is still calculated directly in the
same manner of the naive N-body computation. The aggregated
data of particles is called “multipole” and “local” from the mathematical techniques.
Within a single timestep, the computational domain is split recursively into an octree of which each leaf cell has at most Ncrit
particles. Ncrit is a user-defined parameter that determines balance of direct computation and approximate computation. The
generated octree is higher and there is more approximate computations and less direct computations. Ncrit is typically between
16 and 256 for CPUs and more than 1000 for GPUs and massively parallel many core processors. After building an octree,
actual force calculation is done in an evaluation step. There are
six phases in the evaluation step: P2P, P2M, M2M, M2L, L2L.
P2P phase evaluates the forces between near particles and the rest
of the phases are for approximate computation. These six phases
are common between FMM implementations, although there is
great diﬀerence in their execution order and control flows.
In P2P phase, direct N-body calculation is done with a limited
set of leaf cells. In a typical implementation and configuration,
P2P happens only between a pair of neighboring cells. Each leaf
cell has at most Ncrit particles and number of P2P interactions is
proportional to the number of leaf cells: O(N/Ncrit ). Thus the
complexity of total amount of P2P computations is O(NNcrit ).
Approximate computation begins with P2M(Particle to Multiⓒ 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan
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pole) phase. First, particles in a leaf cell are aggregated into an
vector called “multipole” using a mathematical technique called
“multipole expansion.” Next, M2M (Multipole to Multipole)
phase walk the tree upward from the leaves to the root to aggregate children’s multipole vectors into the parent’s single multipole vector recursively. M2M is followed by M2L (Multipole
to Local) phase that computes interactions between “far” nodes
and converts the multipole vector of a source node to a vector
called “local” of the target node. This means information from
far particles is transmitted to receiver particles. A local vector of
a node is transferred to the child nodes using “local” expansion.
This phase is called L2L (Local to Local). After L2L interactions
reach the leaf nodes and local vectors are ready, the particles receive information in L2P (Local to Particle) phase.
Another parameter P is used to specify accuracy of evaluation.
Multipole expansion converts the force kernel into a series. Approximation is done by ignoring the terms after the P-th term. P
is typically between 4 and 12 depending on applications.
2.3 ExaFMM
ExaFMM is an implementation of FMM developed by Yokota
et al.[6] It is one of fastest implementations as of 2013[2]. It is a
collection of C++ header files and designed to be an integration
framework for many N-body applications.
In this paper we focus on a single-node, multithreaded version
of ExaFMM. ExaFMM is parallelized using MassiveThreads[7]
by Taura[8].
2.3.1 Tree construction
ExaFMM first constructs an octree using recursive decomposition of the space. As described above, the space is decomposed
into 8 children recursively until all of the leaf nodes have at most
Ncrit particles. The tree can be adaptive, which means that levels
of a leaf cells diﬀer, depending how many particles are within a
certain area. After the decomposition, the octree is converted into
a linked list of nodes.
2.3.2 Evaluation
In ExaFMM, there are three major steps in the force evaluation phase: upwardPass, dualTreeTraversal, and downwardPass.
It is a unique feature of ExaFMM that the three steps are implemented in a recursive and task parallel way. They start from the
root cell and traverse the tree spawning tasks if necessary. The
eﬃcient implementation of underlying MassiveThreads runtime
enables tens of thousands of tasks run eﬃciently on a multicore
2
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CPU. upwardPass calculates P2M kernel from particles to multipole within each leaf cell and M2M kernel from children’s multipole to parent’s multipole. dualTreeTraversal computes M2L kernel or P2P kernel on every pair of tree nodes, depending on if they
are “near” or “far”. Finally, downwardPass is an inversed process
of upwardPass, where L2L and L2P kernels are calculated. Below are shown the pseudo code of the three steps (partially cited
from Taura[8]).
// upwardPass
def upwardPass(cell) {
for ch in children of cell {
// spawn child tasks if necessary
upwardPass(ch)
}
if(cell is leaf?) {
P2M(cell)
} else {
M2M(cell)
}
}
// dualTreeTraversal
def daulTreeTraversal (C1, C2) {
if (C1 and C2 are far enough) {
M2L(C1, C2)
}
else if (C1 is leaf and C2 is leaf) {
P2P(C1, C2)
}
else if (C1 is leaf) {
for cc in C2’s children {
traverse(C1, cc)
}
}
else if (C2 is leaf) {
for cc in C1’s children {
traverse(cc, C2)
}
}
else if (C1 == C2) {
for a,b in C1’ children where a < b {
traverse(a,b)
}
}
else if (radius(C1) > radius(C2)) {
// If C1 is a larger node
for c in C1’s children {
traverse(c, C2)
}
}
else {
// If C2 is a large node
for c in C2’s children {
traverse(C1, c)
}
}
}
ⓒ 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan

// downwardPass
def downwardPass(cell) {
// calculate L2L from the parent to cell
L2L(cells)
if(cell is leaf?) {
L2P(cell)
} else {
for ch in cells’ children {
downwardPass(ch)
}
}
}

3. Aspen
In this section, we give a brief overview of a performance modeling domain specific language Apsen. We don’t describe the
grammar or detailed information how Aspen works here. For
more details, refer Spaﬀord et al.[9].
In Aspen language, calculation, memory access and communication of an application are explicitly written. It also has hardware specifications, called machine models, including floating
point calculation units, accelerators, memory devices, and network devices and topologies. The Aspen runtime combines the
application model and machine model to estimate runtime, energy consumption, scalability and other aspects of application execution.
Aspen was originally proposed as a high-level modeling system to enhance co-design and cooperation between application
researcher and computer scientists and enables eﬃcient future
supercomputer designs, but it is also useful for our purposes of
modeling irregular applications. Modeling such applications with
conventional mathematical models is highly challenging. Aspen
allows application models to be written using data structures and
control flows, which are enough expressive to model tree data
structures and traversal operations. Another benefits of adopting
Aspen is that it provides modular and composable components of
application and machine models so that the force kernels of an
application and ExaFMM framework can be separated in a sophisticated way.

4. Modeling
We build a performance model of ExaFMM in two steps: modeling of the 6 find-grained kernels (P2P, P2M, M2M, M2L, L2L,
L2P) and combining them in the control flow of upwardPass, DualTreeTraversal, and downwardPass phases.
4.1 Modeling 6 Kernels
In this section, we build models of 6 fine-grained kernels (P2P,
P2M, M2M, M2L, L2L, L2P). As described above, ExaFMM is
designed as a framework to support any user-provided kernels if
suﬃcient multipole and local expansions are given. Thus these
kernel models can be built by users and integrated into the control flow model. The models are self-contained: flops, memory
accesses based on necessary algorithmic parameters such as P
are suﬃcient and they don’t need the information of ExaFMM.
3
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In this paper, we focus on the Cartesian expansion kernels, which
are embedded in ExaFMM distribution and are the simplest.
The actual models of the kernels are fairly straightforward. Below is an example of P2P kernels. Constant numbers embedded
in the model is calculated by the model generation routine from
the algorithmic parameters. Although such constants can be parameterized in the model and given in the evaluation time, we
decided to embed the numbers directly in the models due to minor technical issues of Aspen runtime.

data
data
data
data
data
data
data

kernel main {
call upwardPass
call dualTreeTraversal
call downwardPass
}
kernel upwardPass {
call P2M_125
// ...
// ...
call P2M_125
call M2M
}

kernel P2P_100_125_True {
// mutual = True, Ni=100, Nj=125, nn=12500, n2=225
execute {
loads [225 * 4 * wordSize] from srcBodies
loads [225 * 4 * wordSize] from trgBodies
flops [12500 * 3*3] as simd
flops[12500 * 6 + 3] as simd
flops [12500 * 1] as simd

kernel dualTreeTraversal {
call P2P_125_125_True
call P2P_125_125_True
// ...
// ...
}

flops [12500 * 1] as sqrt, simd
flops [12500 * 2] as simd

flops [12500 * 6] as simd
flops[12500 * 1 * 4] as simd
stores [125 * wordSize * 4 * 1] to srcBodies

kernel downwardPass {
call L2L
call L2P_125
// ...
// ...
call L2L
call L2P_125

}
execute {
flops [100 * 4] as simd
stores [100 * wordSize * 4] to trgBodies
}
}

4.2 Modeling tree structure and control flows
After the models of the six kernels are ready, we can generate a
whole application model of ExaFMM. In a normal situation it is
necessary to port all of the tree-construction code of ExaFMM to
a model generation program to model ExaFMM’s behavior without actually running ExaFMM. However, it’s a technical issue and
the range of this paper is to evaluate how the models can estimate
the behavior of ExaFMM. Thus we re-use the ExaFMM code and
generate Aspen code after an octree is generated. As described
above, a simple linked list of octree nodes is obtained from the
tree construction phase and it is feed to model generation script.
Below is a small part of the generated Aspen code.
model exaFMM {
param P = 4
param wordSize = 4
param NCHILD = 8
param NTERM = P*(P+1)*(P+2)/6
data CX [3*wordSize]
data BX [3*wordSize]
ⓒ 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan

Xi [3 * wordSize] // Target node’s X
Xj [3 * NCHILD * wordSize] // Parent node’s X
Li [NTERM * wordSize] // for L
Lj [NTERM * wordSize] // for L
Mi [1 * wordSize]
// for M
Mj [1 * wordSize]
// for M
B_TRG [NBODY * 4 * wordSize] // for L2P

}

4.3 A comparison target as a simple model
We setup another model as a comparison target to show how
our Aspen model is useful. It is based on the computational complexity of each phase and performance fitting.
ExaFMM executes P2M and M2M together as upwardPass,
M2L and P2P as dualTreeTraversal, and L2L and L2P as downwardPass. Thus we build and tune for each of the three passes and
sum up them to estimate the overall evaluation time. Table 4.3
shows the computational complexity of each of the six phases.
Thus we define model as:
T = aNP2 + b

N 4
N 2 P6
N 4
P +c
+ dNNcrit + e
P + f NP2
Ncrit
Ncrit
Ncrit

where T is the evaluation time to estimate and a, b, c, d, e, f are
scalar parameters. We adjust the parameter with a relatively large
case N = 1000000, Ncrit = 128 with lattice distribution. Apparently, this model does not consider particle distribution, since
such a mathematical model cannot take a shape of a tree into consideration.
4
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Table 1 Computational Complexities of ExaFMM phases

Phase

Complexity

P2M

NP3

Note
Num of leaves is O(N/Ncrit ),
each P2M is O(Ncrit P3 )

M2M

NP4
Ncrit

Num of M2M calls is O(N/Ncrit )
Each M2M is O(P4 )

P2P

NNcrit

Num of leaves is O(N/Ncrit )
2
and each P2P call is O(Ncrit
)

N 2 P6
Ncrit

Num of M2L calls is O(N 2 /Ncrit 2 )
each M2L call is O(P6 )
(given by Yokota et al.[2].)

NP4
Ncrit

Same as M2M

L2L

exaFMM P2P performance(log scale)
10-4

Aspen model (collapsed loops, SIMD)
Actual Samples(RDTSC) (icc -O3, SIMD)

10-5
Time [s]

M2L

M2L kernels, only depends on the accuracy parameter P, 1%
trimmed mean of 1000 times of M2L function call. The red
line is actual samples and the yellow is estimated time by Aspen. The actual samples show outlier at P=7, but the two lines
have same complexity. L2L modeling in Fig. 4 is from the rest
of the phases, which are less significant in ExaFMM. Similar to
M2L, L2L phase only depends on the parameter P, but we show
all the actual samples, not mean values, because the variance is
relatively large. However, the estimated values are more accurate
than P2P and M2L models.

10-6
10-7

L2P

NP

3

Same as P2M
10-8
101

100

5. Analysis and Evaluation

5.2 Analysis of kernels
Before evaluating the overall performance of the models, we
evaluate each of the 6 kernel models (P2M, M2M, M2L, P2P,
L2L, L2P) individually. Since each kernel call is very low-level
and find-grained to measure with normal gettimeofday or similar
system calls, we adopt RDTSC (Read timestamp counter) operation of Intel Processors. Note that this analysis is not about the
total amount of P2P/M2L/L2L time, but each function call of the
phases.
Here we show three figures: Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. P2P and
M2L are the most significant phase in ExaFMM and we choose
one from the rest of the phases.
In Fig. 2, the red dots show measured samples of P2P kernels.
Ni and N j are numbers of the two leaf cells in each interaction.
The red solid line is estimated performance by Aspen. Note that
the X-axis is Ni×N j. The dotted green line shows O(Ni×N j) and
O(Ni + N j) for reference. The actual dots implies that with small
Ni and N j the number of flops is small and the memory access,
which is O(Ni + N j) because just particle positions potentials are
read, and asymptotically becomes O(Ni × N j). With enoughly
large Ni × N j, where approximately Ni, N j ≥ 20, the estimated
time is about 1/3 of the actual samples.
Fig. 3 is M2L. Since the M2L kernel, not the total time of all
ⓒ 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan
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5.1 Evaluation environment
All the evaluations are done on TSUBAME2.5 installed in
Tokyo Institute of Technology. We use a single “thin” nodes
which have two sockets of 6-core, 2.96GHz Intel Xeon x5670
and 54GB of DDR3 main memory.
The performance models written in Aspen are also evaluated
on using the TSUBAME2.5 machine model. The interpretation
of the models is done on “fat” nodes with 96GB main memory.
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5.3 Overall Evaluation
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show runtime of the evaluation phase of actual
ExaFMM runs and estimation by the Aspen models with P = 4, 6
and 50000 particles. Particle distributions are lattice, plummer
and sphere, and Ncrit values are 16, 32, 64, 128, 196, 256 and
512. The estimated times by Aspen (blue bars) are normalized
using the case of the leftmost lattice-16 case.
In Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, the proposed Aspen model gives more useful information about the application behavior. An important role
of performance modeling is to help application researchers/users
to determine the best algorithmic parameters to minimize the
computation time. In this case, the most important parameter
is Ncrit , because it greatly aﬀects the overall computation time.
There’s always a tradeoﬀ of direct and approximate computation
time and it is not obvious which Ncrit values is optimal for a given
condition. The Aspen model indicates 64 for all of the three distributions in this case. From the actual results, the values are the
second-best for lattice and sphere and the best for plummer distribution out of 7 choices for each. On the other hand, the simple
model implies 16 for all of the case, but the value is the worst for
lattice and plummer, and 5th for the sphere distribution.
The error values of Aspen models are at most 3× approximately, which are corresponding to the results of per-kernel analysis shown in the section 5.2. Table 5.3 and Table 5.3 We observe
a similar result in Fig. 6,
Table 2

Breakdown of Plummer-512 case

Step

Actual Time

Estimated Time

upwardPass

0.00380

0.00093

dualTreeTraversal

1.39707

0.39563

downwardPass

0.00334

0.00096

7. Future work
Our current modeling scheme has two major limitations.
First,the current model assumes single-node execution and does
not consider inter-node MPI communication. Second, in current
Aspen implementation the model calculation time is long and the
Aspen runtime consumes large memory. The results shown in
this paper is limited to 50000 particles, which is much smaller
than actual simulation.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a performance modeling method of
the Fast Multipole Method for any particle distribution using a
domain specific modeling language Aspen. Our model assumes
less information about the implementation and gives accurate result for various particle distribution and algorithmic parameters
and provides useful information to tune the algorithmic parameter for the application researchers.
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Aspen Model and Actual Performance with P=4
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